Greenspace Designs Limited create timber sculptures to finish a lawn or hard surfaced communal area. A sculpture adds class to a development, creating something natural and eye catching that lifts the spirit. Choose one of our popular sculptures or ask us to produce something unique for your site, something special in solid, vandal resistant local timber.
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Aeroplane Seat with 3m or 5m wingspan

Deer Sculpture at 2ft, 4ft or 6ft

Dragonfly Bench with 3m or 5m wingspan

Underwater Sculpture at 2ft, 4ft or 6ft

Stepped Throne

Animal on Post at 2ft, 4ft or 6ft

Alcove Seats in trunks
Easter Island Head at 2ft, 4ft or 6ft  
Totem Pole cycle stand at 2m or 3m  
Mad Hare at 2ft, 4ft or 6ft

History Biscuit depicting local events in growth lines  
Lawn Serpent at 6m, 8m or 10m

Giant Picnic Table at 10m, 15m or 20m  
All Ability Picnic Table at 3.5m
Prices

Made using robust locally grown timber from sustainable sources. If appropriate we can work with the timber that has been felled on your site. Installation service available or the products can be delivered with installation instructions. Installation service £600 plus VAT per day plus 45p per mile travel costs. Delivery via Pallet-line if possible or at £2 per mile plus VAT from EX20 4HX. Other products and services available, visit our website for further information.

Sculptures made from timber are made from a living material that will crack and split to a minor degree as they settle into a new location. This is a natural process that does not detract from the form or the function of the products.

- **Giant Frog Sculpture** at 2ft (£300) 4ft (£700) or 6ft (£1,500) plus delivery, installation & VAT
- **Aeroplane Seat** with 3m wingspan (£2,500) or 5m wingspan (£5,000) plus delivery, installation & VAT
- **Deer Sculpture** at 2ft (£300) 4ft (£900) or 6ft (£2,000) plus delivery, installation & VAT
- **Dragonfly Bench** with 3m wingspan (£2,000) 5m wingspan (£4,000) plus delivery, installation & VAT
- **Underwater Sculpture** at 2ft (£250) 4ft (£600) or 6ft (£1,500) plus delivery, installation & VAT
- **Stepped Throne** (£4,500) plus delivery, installation & VAT
- **Animal on Post** (animal is 50% of height) 2ft (£300) 4ft (£550) or 6ft (£800) plus delivery, installation & VAT
- **Alcove Seats** in trunk 1 seat (£3,000) 2 seats (£5,000) 3 seats (£7,000) plus delivery, installation & VAT
- **Easter Island Head** at 2ft (£400) 4ft (£900) or 6ft (£3,000) plus delivery, installation & VAT
- **Totem Pole** cycle stand at 2m (£2,500) or 3m (£4,000) plus delivery, installation & VAT
- **Mad Hare** at 2ft (£250) 4ft (£600) or 6ft (£1,500) plus delivery, installation & VAT
- **History Biscuit** depicting local events in growth lines (£1,500) plus delivery, installation & VAT
- **Lawn Serpent** at 6m (£2,500) 8m (£4,000) or 10m (£6,000) plus delivery, installation & VAT
- **Giant Picnic Table** at 10m (£4,500) 15m (£6,500) or 20m (£8,500) plus delivery, installation & VAT
- **All Ability Picnic Table** inclusive design suitable for wheelchairs and the less mobile at 3.5m (£1,900) plus delivery, installation & VAT